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OMA Celebrates Legacy of King Jr.
By Nina Marie
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"We are caught in an in
escapable network of mutu
ality, tied in a single garment
of destiny. Whatever affects
one directly, affects all indi
rectly." These are the words
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
in his famous "Letter from
Birmingham Jail."
Dr. David L. Beckley,
President of Rust College in
Holy Springs, Mississippi
offered a mild mannered key
note address at this year's
program honoring Dr. King,
which was held on January
15 in the University Center
Exhibit Hall.
As Dr. Beckley reflected
on the celebration of the life
and legacy of this "drum
major for peace," as Dr. King
has come to be known in
later years, he posed several
questions for the audience
to ponder. He inquired about
the traditions that were be
ing developed around this
national holiday. He ques
tioned the role each person
should play to keep the
dream of Dr. King alive. With
an even more simplistic, but

thought provoking question.
Dr. Beckley asked, "What
makes this holiday special?"
Dr. Beckley suggested
that Dr. King's holiday be
used as a "-starting point for
people to purposely and in
tentionally do constructive
positive things with people
of other racial groups."
Furthermore, Dr. Beckley
stated," Each year this na
tional celebration should re
kindle, in the hearts of all of
our people, a new pride in
America, a new determination
to make it an even greater
nation as we recommit our
selves to the principles of
love, the struggle, responsi
bility, competence, and excel
lence."
In closing, Dr. Beckley
read his 2004 Letter to Dr.
King, in which he recounted
his personal introduction to
Dr. King during his last
speech in Tennessee at the
Mason Temple Church. Ac
cording to Dr. Beckley, he
forced himself through the
crowd, shook hands with Dr.
King, and even invited him
to Marshall County Missis-

The UAH Office of Multicultural Affairs held its annual
program honoring the accomplishments of Dr Martin
Luther King, Jr. on Thursday, January 15, 2004.

sippi to participate in a voter
registration drive. The fol
lowing day, April 4,1968, on
the balcony of the Lorraine
Motel, Dr. King was assassi
nated.
Ms.
Adeyanju
O.
Odutola, President of the
Minority Graduate Student
Association also offered an
interesting view on the lack
of minority representation on
the campus of UAH. She en
couraged the listening audi
ence to," Take hold of the im
portance of minority repre
sentation at the University of

Alabama in Huntsville."
Also participating in this
program was Ms. Angelita
L.Thompson, an extraordi
nary vocalist here at UAH.
She performed Dr. King's fa
vorite
song
Mahalia
Jackson's "Precious Lord,"
but it was her rendition of
such noted Negro spirituals
as " Still Away," 'Troubles of
the World," and the Negro
national anthem," Lift Every
Voice" which brought Dr.
Beckley to tears.

Inside the New Bush Space Plan
By David Hewitt
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When the Space Shuttle
Columbia fell from the sky
over Texas last February few
could have grasped the fu
ture implications from this
disaster. During the ensuing
months of investigations and
finger pointing, questions
were raised at many levels
about what kind of changes
were in store for NASA. The
Columbia Accident Investi
gation Board (CAIB) report
found a technical cause and
a cultural cause to the trag
edy and recommended that
the NASA culture needed as
much repair as the. shuttle
fleet.
The CAIB was judging
the shuttle within the context
of America's space policy,
and debate was emerging at
this time about the need for a
new vision at NASA. Last
summer, while this report was
being made, many high rank
ing space officials met at dif
ferent times at the White
House to discuss different
new space policy ideas. It
seemed that the Bush Admin
istration was highly support
ive of pushing forward with
a new space policy to steer
NASA in a new direction.
For many vears there

have been critics of theSpace
Shuttle and International
Space Station complaining
mostly that these projects
were going nowhere but
around and around the Earth.
These critics contended that
the American-manned space
program was wasting time
and money doing activities
in low Earth orbit. Many
people have called for a re
turn to the Moon and many
others have advocated a
manned mission to Mars. It
seems that the Columbia di
saster was just the catalyst
needed to affect change in
this arena.
Rumors circulated that
a new space policy was forth
coming but the Bush Admin
istration was tight-lipped
about the whole affair. Many
in the space industry anx
iously awaited word from
what would happen and last
week President Bush made
his speech regarding the new
direction for NASA.
'Today I announce a
new plan to explore space
and extend a human presence
across our solar system,"
stated Bush in his speech last
Wednesday. "We'll make
steady progress - one mis
sion, one voyage, one land
ing at a time." There he be-
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U S President George W. Bush recently announced his plan
for renewed emphasis on space exploration.

gan to lie Out goals for the
future of America in space.
The first is to complete the
International Space Station
by 2010.
The second goal is to
develop and test the Crew
Exploration Vehicle (CEV), a
new spacecraft designed to
ferry astronauts to the space
station and beyond by 2008.
The third goal is to return to
the moon by 2020 by send
ing new robotic missions
there no later than 2008 and
man then a crewed mission
using the CEV. The goals for
the new moon missions are
to establish a long-term base
and get experience for an
eventual manned landing on
Mars by 2030.

most of the funding would be
obtained by reallocating $11
billion already within the
NASA budget which will
cause cuts in programs. The
Space Shuttle is planned for
retirement once the station is
complete and the station's
research from the U.S. side
will be refocused towards
getting ready for long dura
tion flight. Some sources say
that the space station will be
abandoned by NASA by
2015 in order to free up money
for the lunar program. Space
station resupply may be
done by a private company
after the shuttle is relegated
to the Space and Rocket Cen
ter.
What will this change in

Bush announced that

BUSH page2
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Boeing Commits $50Kto UAH COE
By Joanne Eskreis

By Jeremy Cheek
cheekjd@email.uah.edu

Contrary to popular belief, Greek Speak has not been
discontinued. People do read this column, so it will
remain a part of the Exponent.
I am writing this week's edition on a bit of short
notice, so I don't have a whole lot of information about
what is going on in each fraternity and sorority.
The Kappa Deltas have many events scheduled for
open rush beginning in February. Game Night at the
KD chapter room will be Feb. 2, sisterhood outing with
rushees on the 3rd, bowling with the Pikes on the 4'\
Battle of the Sexes with the ATOs on the 5"', and sister
hood retreat on the 6lh.
The Sigma Nus are currently selling discount cards
for Domino's Pizza. The card costs $10 and allows the
holder to purchase a medium or large pizza and get one
free on 10 different occasions. See a Sigma Nu if you
are interested in purchasing one of these cards.
I apologize to the rest of the Greeks for not having
your events listed in this week's Greek Speak. Send in
your information to me for next week's edition (my email address is at the end of the article), and I will make
sure that everyone is included.
Don't forget that intramural basketball is right around
the corner so have your teams ready to play. Or if you
don't have a team, find one to cheer for. 1 hope
everyone's semester has gotten off on the right foot. 1
know we're all going through Spring Rush right now. I
hope that this week has been successful for all of the
Greeks, and that there are some great new candidates
out there. Spring 2004 will be a great semester for all
Greeks at UAH.
Because 1 have some room to spare this week, I
think I'll write about a big event that's coming up in the
near future. And what's bigger than the Super Bowl?
My pick is the Carolina Panthers. These guys have
been underdogs all season and I believe they'll dis
mantle the New England Patriots down in Houston.
The Patriots have used the arctic conditions of their
home field as an advantage throughout the playoffs,
but they will not have this advantage playing in Texas.
—Submission Information—
If you want to submit information for your fraternity
or sorority in the Greek Speak column, please e-mail me
at cheekid@email.uah.edu before 7:00 PM on Sundays.
This e-mail address can also be used for suggestions
and any criticisms you might have. I would like to hear
any and all ideas that anyone has, Greek or indepen
dent, in order to make this column the best that it can
possibly be.

On January 13,2004, The
Boeing Company gave
$50,000 for the College of
Engineering at UAH. This
donation provides labs with
new equipment in the Engi
neering Building for student
hands on training. The new
equipment is used in many
companies, so students will
have a better understanding
and proper training of the
equipment prior to employ
ment. The equipment the
school has proposed to pur
chase is an Alogic Analyzer,
50 MHz Oscilloscopes and
Sun Microsystems Worksta
tions.

Boeing visited the Engi
neering Building where UAH
President Frank Franz and
the Engineering Dean, Dr.
Jorge Aunon were present.
Dr. Franz said, "This help
from The Boeing Company
allows UAH to provide
unique laboratory opportuni
ties for our students. Access
to laboratory and high-qual
ity ultimately leads to gradu
ates who are better prepared
for work when they leave our
university."
Dr. Aunon said, "This
helps us improve the quality
of instruction and expand the
scope of education in engi
neering and sustaining excel
lence, particularly at the un

dergraduate level. At the
same time, it will foster the
integration of education with
research-intensive learning
environments."
Engineering has over
1,200 undergrad students
from Electrical, Optical,
Chemical, Mechanical, In
dustrial, Civil and Computer
Engineering. UAH offers
graduate and post-doctoral
students various research
opportunities from many of
the leading companies in
Huntsville.
The Boeing Company
has provided UAH with
more than $ 1.3 million in the
last 15 years. They are known
to be the largest aerospace

company in the state of Ala
bama and have been part of
our community for over 50
years.
PAC-3 Missile,
Avenger, the International
Space Station, and the
Ground-based Midcourse
Defense are among the few
programs Boeing has worked.
Peri Widener, a senior ex
ecutive from Boeing said,
"This gift to UAH under
scores Boeing's commitment
to nurturing higher education
institutions that produce
graduates who are better pre
pared for work when they
leave our university."

Master Plan Meeting Next Week
In a joint effort with the
UAH Foundation, UAH is in
the process of updating the
Campus Master Plan.
Representatives of archi
tectural firms JH Partners and
HOK, the consulting team,
will be on campus the week

of January 26-30, 2004 to
gather additional information
and share with the University
community the basic con
cepts that have been devel
oped to date for the new Cam
pus Master Plan. Faculty,
staff and students are invited

to visit with the consulting
team in an open forum on
Wednesday, January 28,
2004, between 11:00 a.m. and
1:00 p.m., in the University
Center, Exhibit Hall A, for an
overview of the Campus
Master Plan study.

AcrOSSr/7£
impus
What do you think of the media circus
surrounding the Michael Jackson case?

The updated master plan
will provide recommendations
and guidelines to help UAH
transition into a more tradi
tional campus. In addition to
identifying future building
sites and green spaces, the
master plan study will assist
UAH in the development of
comprehensive design guide
lines that will foster visual
consistency on campus, the
development of a comprehen
sive transportation plan, the
development of an effective
signage and way-finding pro
gram, and the development of
special places on campus
through focal points and key
gathering spaces.
Contact Dave Brown at
824-2538 for more information.
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Chaentaye Toney

Kat Crona

Biology

English

Freshman

Senior

"It's too personal and invasive
into his personal business"

"Crazy man. Crazy. He likes
them little boys."

YOU HAVE AN
OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?

vote online
www.uahexponent.com

Eric McClure
J

MIS
Freshman
"I think the media hype is
overrated. The case isn't that big of a
deal."

Lindsay Whittington
Biology
Freshman
"I'm just thankful not to be a 10year-old boy."

space policy mean to
Huntsville and UAH? There
will be a change in the priori
ties of researchers at the Uni
versity and at Marshall Space
Flight Center. New directions
for research in propulsion and
space systems will surely
benefit UAH just as Project
Apollo did in the 1960's.
There will be a need for
some new NASA resources
and Bush announced that
he'd ask Congress for a bil
lion-dollar increase spread out
over the next five years and
future funding tied to how
well the new goals are
achieved. It's up to Congress
and the American people to
decide ultimately if that addi
tional investment will happen.

Read the
Exponent
Online
@
www.
uah
exponent
.com

J
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Issues Resolved for SGA
By Joseph Terrell
The student accused of
falsifying information to so
licit one-thousand dollars
from the SGA last semes
ter has been cleared of all
charges brought against him.
This matter was resolved
over the winter break by a ju
dicial board advisor who
interviewed the student
and rendered a judgment pro
claiming that there was not
enough substantial informa
tion to suggest anything in
appropriate had occurred.
However, the request was
vetoed by Vice President of
Finance Heather Marcum
who gave us her explanation
for taking this action. "I'm not
giving money to anybody
who is going to provide false
information to the Univer
sity." Marcum said once the
bill hit her desk she noticed
that the documents were un
organized. Upon further
evaluation she observed that
the plane tickets and confer
ence dates did not match. In
addition, the plane tickets
were for a flight headed to an
undisclosed location and not

Help Save A Life
Donate Plasma Today.
IT'S THE RIGHT THING TO DO!

And Each Month You
Can Receive Up To

Student Government President and Vice President during
meeting of the Assembly.
whole can not file a com
plaint. A judicial board advi
sor reviewed the material and
interviewed the student, con
cluding that there was not
enough information to pur
sue the matter and dismissed
the student of all charges.
The student is still attending
UAH.
This story first surfaced
in one of last semester's edi
tions of the Exponent in
which an anonymous indi
vidual wrote an article under
the 'Opinion' heading that
thoroughly presented this
previously unresolved situ
ation.

for China where the confer
ence will be held. She also
found that the URL address
of two of the documents
given to her by the student
had been removed. Marcum
went on to say that she and a
friend combed the internet in
search of the conference but
could not find it. It was as a
result of these findings that
she decided to veto the bill
that would have given the
student one-thousand dol
lars.
To further deal with this
matter, charges were brought
against the student by
Marcum since the SGA as a

The Presidents Corner will not appear in this week's paper
due to a lack of submission by the SGA president.
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Sports

Sportsline

A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Hockey
January 17 Wayne St. W 5-2
January 18 Wayne St. W 7-3
Upcoming Games:
January 23 Air Force (Away) 8:05 p.m.
January 24 Air Force (Away) 8:05 p.m.

Men's Basketball
January 17 Montevallo L 69-64 OT
Upcoming Games:
January 24 LMU (away) 7:00 p.m.
January 27 West GA (home) 7:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball
January 17 Montevallo L 69-44
Upcoming Games:
January 24 LMU (away) 5:00 p.m.
January 27 West GA (Home) 5: 30 p.m.

PLANET ROCK
College & Career Ministry
Live Band, Coffee Bar and Food

MONDAYS at 7 PM

Dribbles Around UAH and Sports
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
•The UAH men's basket
ball team may be winless in
the conference as I write this
story (they play an away
game against West Alabama
the day I'm writing this), but
don't blame the zero in the
win column for a lack of ef
fort. They have dropped their
first three conference clashes
by a total margin of 13 points
(including a overtime setback
at Montevallo and a twopoint setback to West
Florida). They've struggled a
bit from the floor and from the
free-throw line and perhaps
the key; they miss their point
guard. Will Gardner. The se
nior floor general has sat out
the first three conference
games due to an abdominal
strain. But as he comes back,
look for the men's team to
bounce back. They are too
talented, well coached, and
play to hard for them not to
bounce back.
•While the men fight on
through early on in the con
ference season, the women's
team, under the guidance of
first year head coach Jeff

Keller, has been a pleasant
surprise. The team, which
has gone through some
tough spots early on in the
season, has shown that they
foe. The team, which is ex
tremely young, has shown
flashes of brilliance- led by
the freshman-6'1 Hilary
Luna, Kellye Barr, Jessica
Russell, and Abby Fanning.
And
veterans
Katie
Cunningham, Andrea Davis,
and Lindsey Schlosser have
had their say on the young
team with there on court ex
perience and leadership.
•Pete Rose, will you please
go away. I understand, based
on his on field accomplish
ments, he rightfully deserves
a spot in Cooperstown along
with the other greats from
baseballs' hollowed past. But
what class and decency this
man has is non-prevalent by
his latest show-coming out in
his book, "My Prison with
out bars". Rose states he bet
ted on the game of baseball,
but never betted on the
Reds. For 14 years, the man
lied and denied any wrong-

Hilary Luna (20) has become one of the Lady Chargers'
dependable scorers.
doings, and now, he comes
clean. Give me a break. He
cast a dark shadow on the
game back in 1989 and the late
Bart Giammatti, the commis
sioner who banished him
from the game in '89.1 still
don't understand why the
man is revered by the major
ity of baseball fans despite
the way he is as a human be
ing.
•Your
Super
Bowl
XXXVIII Matchup- the New
England Patriots vs. the Caro
lina Panthers. The Pats were
the best team since October
and now carry a 14-game
winning streak into the Su

f

per Bowl after their destruc
tion of Peyton Manning and
the much-ballyhooed India
napolis Colt offense. The
Panthers, a team of blue-col
lar individuals who comprise
this magical team, are led by
a running back from the
plains-Stephen Davis, and a
perhaps the best defense in
the league-led by Defensive
ends Michael Rucker, Julius
Peppers, and an unsung sec
ondary, led by a rookie, Ricky
Manning. My predictionCarolina 23, New England 17.

You've Got News

Get The Exponent
in your Inbox
"Go ye into
all the world
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Men and Women Fall in Montevallo I Jr^n'f-TskG
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
The UAH men and
women basketball teams
took to the road this past
weekend (January 17) to
tackle a familiar Gulf South
Conference foe, Montevallo.
The results were heartbreak
ing for both squads unfortu
nately.
Men: Montevallo 68,
UAH 64 F/OT
In their conference
opener, UAH Guard Jamie
Gardner's prayers were not

answered at the buzzer, but
"once you don't succeed, try,
and try again" was the call
ing for the talented guard as
his tip-in at the buzzer help
lift the Chargers into overtime
in their conference tilt with
Montevallo.
But it wasn't enough.
Montevallo outscored
UAH 13-9 in the extra period
to win the contest 69-65.
Zach Carpenter led the
way for the Chargers with 18
points while improving guard
David Ivey chipped in with
12 points.

Kaleb Kennedy and D.J.
Towns led the way for
Montevallo with 15 points
apiece.
UAH used a sterling
secnd half run, 21-8, to help
force the game into overtime.
A three-pointer by Kyle
Copeland brought the Charg
ers to one at overtime, but
they couldn't get closer than
that.
Women: Montevallo 69,
UAH 44 F
While the men were a few
points from victory, an ag
gressive Montevallo team did

in the women, especially in
the second half.
Montevallo led UAH only
26-23 at halftime, but used a
17-4 run out of the locker
room to close the game out.
Freshman guard Jessica
Russell led the way for the
Chargers with 11 points and
Hilary Luna and Andrea
Davis each chipped in with 9
and 8 points respectively.
Brandi Roberts collectd a
double-double
for
Montevallo with 17 points
and 10 rebounds.

UAH Chargers Sweep Wayne State
By Chris Karigan
Sports Writer
Riding the bottom of the
CHA standings, Wayne
State came into this past
weekend looking to rebound
in the CHA standings and
bring their team's record into
respectability with (6-12-2)
overall, and (2-6-0) in CHA
play. Unfortunately, they
were playing the UAH
Chargers.
UAH 5, Wayne State 2
(January 17)
Playing before a meager
crowd of 559 at the
Compuware Sports Arena in
Plymouth, Michigan, the
Chargers were certainly pre
pared. Center Jared Ross
started the scoring at 6:24 in
the first period, off of a Bruce
Mulherin and Craig Bushey
assist.
Wayne State answered
back when Nate Higgins
scored at 14:04 in the first
period. Both teams headed
into the locker rooms to pre
pare for the second period.
UAH prepared a little bet
ter. Jared Ross added his
second goal of the night just
49 seconds into the second

period, and would add an
other to complete the hat trick
at 10:35 in the second period,
with assists from Bruce
Mulherin and Craig Bushey.
Doug Watkins also
scored at 9:02 in the second
period, his second of the sea
son, with an assist from Jeff
Winchester and Todd
Bentley. Wayne State would
try a comeback in the 3,d pe
riod, starting at 10:46 in the
third period from a Ryan
Wright goal.
But, UAH goaltender
Adam MacLean, paired with
UAH's strong defensive
play, stopped the Wayne
State offense from producing.
Craig Bushey would fin
ish out the game's scoring
with 13 seconds left in the
game as he sent the puck into
an empty net, with help from
Bruce Mulherin and Jared
Ross.
UAH's victory earned
Coach Doug Ross his 400lh
win as the UAH Charger's
head coach, showcasing the
winning tradition Coach
Ross has brought to the uni
versity.
UAH 7, Wayne State 3
(January 18)

Once again, UAH opened
up the game's goal tally when
Bruce Mulherin scored an
unassisted goal just 35 sec
onds into the game. Wayne
State would return the favor
7:58 in the first period on a
power play goal.
Jared Ross would find
himself in a familiar position
as he scored another UAH
goal at 10:15 in the first pe
riod; Criag Busher and Jer
emy Schreiber assisted on
the goal.
UAH's Jackson Harren
scored his first goal of the
season at 13:33 thanks to Jeff
Winchester, and less than
a minute later, Steve Canter
scored another goal for the
' "Boys in blue", with help
from Brett McConnachie.
Wayne State would score
to open up the second period
on an unassisted power play
goal by Taylor Donohoe.
Jared Ross fired back at 10:44
in the second period with
thanks to the assist from
Craig Bushey and Bruce
Mulherin.
The goal brought Ross's
season total to 12 goals and
19 assists; moreover, with
just one more point, Jared

Ross will reach the 100-point
mark overall in his career.
A.J. Larivee would add
another Charger goal, his first
of the season, at 11:09 in the
second period with a Grant
Selinger assist. Much like the
second period, Wayne State
scored first, but would not
gain the momentum needed
for a win.
UAH answered back to
finalize the game's score
when Shaun Arvai scored
thanks to David Nimmo and
A.J. Larivee at 10:10 in the 3"1
period. Once again, strong
defense prevails as UAH
held Wayne State to 31 shots
on goaltender Scott Munroe,
letting just three slip by.
With the win, UAH moves
up to(8-7-1) overall and (7-3• 0) in CHA action, bringing
them within one game of firstplaced Bemidji State and
Niagara.
The Chargers next face
the Air Force Falcons on the
road on Jan. 23 and 24, both
at 8:05 p.m. Be sure to log
onto UAHChargers.com for
more information about the
games.

The Exponent welcomes letters to the Editor concerning any topic.
Letters should be typed or submitted on disk and no longer than 300
words. The Exponent does not require student numbers, phone numbers,
or address to accompany letters to the Editor.. Name and title only, if
applicable, will be published, although names can be withheld upon re
quest. The Exponent reserves the right to edit all materials submitted for
publication.
Letters should be typed, submitted on disk, or emailed to
hilljr@email.uah.edu no later than 2 p.m. on Fridays in order to appear in
that Thursday's issue. Letters may also be sent to The Exponent office by
mail at The Exponent, University of Alabama in Huntsville, 104 Uni
versity Center, Huntsville, AL 35899, or by fax at 256-824-6096.
Opinions expressed in columns or letters are those of the authors and
not necessarily that of The Exponent, its staff or management.All materi
als contained herein, except advertising or where indicated otherwise, is
Copyright ©2002 by The Exponent and protected under the Work Made
for Hire and Periodical Publication categories of the U.S. Copyright Laws.

By Jennifer Bonilla
Sports Columnist

The Recruiting Game
Months before kickoff, coaches are the ones doing all
the scrambling. Recruiting season is here. The deadline
for signing with the NCAA is February 15,h.
The SEC has collected its share of standout players.
LSU (2), Georgia (7), Alabama (12), Florida (13), and
Tennessee (20) are in the top 20 according to Rivals.com.
For all you Tiger fans. Auburn is way down the list at No.
43.
LSU and Southern Cal continue to switch off between
the No. 1 and No. 2 rankings even after the BCS debacle.
Southern Cal has the largest group of five-star commit
ments with seven out of 17 total.
LSU has 20 commitments but only two are top-notch
(5-star) players including top-ten wide receiver Early
Doucet from St. Martenville, La.
Claude Wroten (DT), who comes from a community
college in Moorhead, MS, signed with LSU last July.
Doucet has committed but not signed as of Jan. 19,h.
Georgia ended last season at No. 6 and checks in at
the seventh spot in recruiting. The Bulldogs have al
ready signed four quality players for the 2004 season:
Blake Barnes, a four-star quarterback from Baldwyn, Miss,
Alonzo Bryant, four-star general athlete out of Fort Val
ley, GA, Randall Swoops, a three-star offensive lineman
from Milledgeville, GA, and Danny Ware, three-star run
ning back from Chatham, VA.
Georgia has 14 commitments waiting to sign.Alabama
has more commitments than they can handle - 23 - they
only have 19 scholarships. There is the chance that some
may not qualify or some may gray-shirt (attend the uni
versity without scholarship until next year).
Local Hartselle star Nikita Stover committed to the
Tide before the start of his
senior season. Bama placed this 6' 1,190 pound wide
receiver at the top of their recruiting must-haves. Stover
was rated one of the state's top college prospects last
year.
Florida stands right behind Alabama at No. 13. Al
though they have 12 commitments so far, the Gators
haven't signed anyone yet either.
Florida continues to try to find its place in their
world without Spurrier. They ended last season hanging
on to the polls by the string at No. 25.
Tennessee ended their season in the 16lh spot but slip
to No. 20 in recruits. The Vols have already signed two
five-star players: Jesse Mahelona (DT) and Albert Toeama
(OL) both from California.
Coach Phil Fulmer apparently has had a fondness for
California junior college standouts in the past and makes
no exception this year.
Mahelona (Orange Coast College, Costa Mesa) was
originally courted by Oklahoma. He surprised everyone
after his visit to Knoxville last November and signed just
a week later.
Toeaina, (City College of San Francisco), also signed
last November after visiting with Mahelona.
Even though Auburn is No. 43 in recruits they still
have time to move up. Brent Schaeffer (Deerfield Beach,
Fla.), one of the top quarterbacks in the Southeast has
visited Kansas State, Tennessee and now Auburn. A
sound like Schaeffer is weighing all of his options before
he graces any team with his talent.
The nation's No. 1 linebacker, Willie Williams,.also
visited and hung out with All-American linebacker Karlos
Dansby. Williams (Carol City, Fla.) may choose the Ti
gers over his home state wooers(Miami and Florida State)
but he hasn't made his final decision yet.
And alas, Leon Hart, a highly decorated offensive
lineman out of Spring Valley, SC, has Auburn as one of
his finalists.
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Entertainment
Laramie Unlike Anything Previous
By Jorge J. Raub
Entertainment Editor

So I saw this great band this past weekend.
They were from Nashville, very stylish and well
groomed -a very good-looking band, I might add.
It was a performance at Lowe Mill. I spoke with the
guitarist. His name was Jason and he is originally from
Minnesota Jn fact, all of the band members seemed to be
named Jason. There was one Jim, I believe, though.
This is not going to be a review of the band, I am
afraid. I committed one of the ultimate cardinal sins of
the journalist on Saturday -1attended an event without
my notepad.
Though I do not believe my offense is punishable by
law, somehow I hope you'll forgive me. I did not realize I
was attending this event and that I might later on write
about it.
This particular event was a local fundraiser for Howard
Dean. You may have heard of him. Some of the polls, but
not all, show him as the front-runner for the Democratic
nominee for presidential candidate this year.
They talk a lot about him on CNN, so you may have
heard of him.
But this band was really (to use a word that is so
over-used it has lost its meaning) cool.
The lead singer wore this really fab Bohemian-type
shirt that I myself had just purchased at Express a few
days earlier. I'm glad I did not wear it to the event. Some
one would have had to change and I did not have a back
up outfit.
Now there were some UAH students at this event,
which was good to see. (Nikki, email me.) There waseven
a UAH professor. Even better! But I seem to see him at
every event.
The band performed all cover songs that night Matchbox 20, John Mellencamp, Lynyrd Skynrd, even
Sheryl Crow. It was quite an eclectic mix, as you can see.
The crowd was fairly mixed, although mostly white and a
bit older -so cover songs were their best bet.
Now I will admit to not being the most politically as
tute human being, but it seems more and more lately that
I am becoming - if even a little bit - increasingly more
political in my views.
Well, I think I have always had political views, but it
seems like they are getting expressed more and more
lately. They are becoming more focused, which is a good
thing.
In everday conversation, I tend to make witty or amus
ing comments - which can be political, but more often
than not that is not my aim.
Governor Dean even called in to speak to the gather
ing and have a little Q&A. I thought that was pretty
amazing. There was not a huge turnout at this event, so
Dean calling to speak to say a hundred or so of us in
Huntsville, Alabama gives him snaps in my book.
Now I kept asking people the name of the band and
no one seemed to know - or notice. Most just said they
were from Nashville. I was quick to point out that did not
answer my question.
The wine and cheese was flowing, so the band's name
apparently was not particularly important. A lot of people
were just enamored with them, as was I, so I don't blame
them.
One person, who was of the enamored camp, alsogot
on the mic and asked Governor Dean a question. He was
fairly eloquent, so I thought to myself, yes, it must be
about style and substance.
I spoke again with Minnesota Jason and did not have
the heart to ask, "So what do you guys call yourselves?"
But I do know they play at Ruby's in Nashville on Tues
day nights.
There apparently are going to be a number of political
columns here in the Exponent. The first, 'Why I'm aCon
servative', appeared last week. At that time, they did not
have a liberal columnist to write an opposing piece.

Theatre
Huntsville
opened its production of
Moises Kaufman's The
Laramie Project on Friday
January 16 at the VBC Play
house.
First off, theatregoers
should know that this play
is not the life story of Mat
thew Shepard, but the story
of a town and its residents
whose world is turned up
side-down by an unspeak
able tragedy.
Although
Matthew
Shepard is a significant
"character" in the play, no
actor portrays him in it. Nine
talented actors portray some
84 characters in this play,
which represent a variety of
viewpoints and beliefs.
Watching the show, it
strikes you that the town and
its people you see onstage
are not so much some small
town in Wyoming but, in
fact, this is America - any
city in America, really.
The play is set on a
sparse stage, where only a
few chairs and props are uti
lized to create the carious

settings and allow the actors
to become the various people
represented in the play.
These characters range
from friends of Matthew
Shepard, neighbors, a Uni
versity professor, the police
woman who was called to the
scene, the cyclist who found
him, and the Reverend Fred
Phelps who was at his funeral
to stage a protest.
"The show was brilliantly
poignant, the actors per
fectly poised...minimal
backdrop, props provid
ing for a focus of the actors
themselves," said UAH stu
dent Amber Underwood. "It
was all just theatrically
grand."
The cast of Laramie in
cludes Leslie Crow, Robbie
Shafer, Cam Scales, Amy
Patel, Geoffrey Evans, Stacie
Wood, Phil Parker, Jim
Zielinski, and Charles Wood.
Director Lee Deal, assis
tant director Donny Becht,
and the cast should all be
commended for tackling this
difficult play, not only in
terms of subject matter but
staging as well, and bringing
it to Huntsville audiences.
The show is a very emo-

Asst. Director Donny Becht and Amy Patel, as a Baptist
preacher, from Theatre Huntsville's production of The
Laramie Project.

tional experience, so be pre
pared. Audible gasps and
weeping were heard in the
audience. It has quite an im
pact and audience members
I spoke with after the show
described it as "very power
ful" but also "well done."
This show is a perfect ex
ample of the important role
theatre plays in the life of the
community, engaging its au
dience in a dialogue and pro
voking thought and discus
sion.
Although ultimately my
reaction to the play upon
leaving the theatre was
"wow," the show was not
without fault.
At times, a few of the ac

tors fell prey to completely
over-acting their roles. When
Dennis Shepard spoke at the
trial of Russell Henderson,
the scene jarred you out of
the moment, as it were.
But I feel the focus should
not merely be on the acting,
which was consistently very
good - maybe four out of the
84 characters were a bit off.
I highly recommend
people see this play for the
magnificent writing, which
does, as one of the towns
people asks, get it right.
People should also see
this show for the message,
which is one of compassion,
healing and hope. Laramie
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Cafe Baba for Extraordinary Dining
By James Fluhler
Restaurant Critic
Caf6 Baba, creperie and
patisserie is a wonderful, yet
affordable new place to eat in
Huntsville.
The aromas of freshly pre
pared food and sweets fill the
air. Instantly hunger strikes
you as you are being seated.
The seating is predomi
nately on the right side of the
room and consists of finely
made wooden tables and
chairs with a few booths avail
able, as well.
The vibrant colors of the
walls and the vivid paintings
provide a sense of upscale
dining. The design and col
ors of the seating also have
bold accents and the look of
a gourmet bistro.
Upon being seated they
immediately took our drink
orders and left us to look over
the menu.
The menu offers "sides"
such as a Mediterranean
sampler, Million Dollar Salad,
and Mozzarella Caprese. The
choices for salads range from
simple to exotic. They even
offer Quiche and soups.
The most interesting part
however, is the selection of
Crepes, all of which areserved

with a salad of mixed greens.
The crepes range from veg
etarian to crab, chicken,
salmon, and turkey.
It was difficult to make a
choice. They also offer an
excellent selection of sand
wiches and paninis.
The dessert selection is
small but diverse enough to
suit any taste. There is even
a "kid stuff' section for kids
meals.
One note that I must make
is that this is not a "restau
rant", it is a creperie and
patisserie. Meaning that you
do not go there for a sit down
dinner or a four-course meal.
You go expecting to en
joy a gourmet lunch or a light
gourmet dinner. Although we
went to Cafe Baba around
7:15pm on a Saturday night,
my friends and I did not have
to wait for a table.
We each chose to order
something totally different on
the menu so we could try as
many items as possible. One
of my friends ordered a
Smoked Salmon Panini
($6.25), which is Smoked
Salmon and Boursin cheese
on a fresh flat bread roll.
It not only looked good,
but tasted great. She was re
ally enjoying the flavors of it

and offered for me to taste
test it for myself. The bite I
had did taste very good.
I ordered a Crepe called
The Swiss ($5.75).The ingre
dients were simple Turkey
and Swiss cheese, but the
turkey used was unlike the
slices you find in the grocery
store and on most sand
wiches.
It was very tender and
tasted like all white meat from
a baked Turkey breast that
had been slowly cooked for
hours. The Crepe itself was
very fresh and the contents
of the cheese and meat were
served hot.
To say the least I really
enjoyed my meal and it was
very filling.
Another friend Daniel,
who joined us for our meal,
even though he was not re
ally hungry, decided to order
a Dessert Crepe called the
Tropical ($4.25).
His Crepe contained cara
melized pineapple and shred
ded coconut served with
mango coulis and topped
with Chantilly cream.
Though I did not try it
myself, Daniel thought that
it tasted very fresh and sweet.
The fruits seemed well
blended in flavor and the

Chantilly cream topped it off.
He had never eaten a
Crepe before and really en
joyed the one he ordered.
(He recently told me he has
already been back to Cafe
Baba to eat there again.)
Cafe Baba also has
" specialty" coffee drinks
such as cappuccinos and
macchiatos, espressos,
frappes, and more.
They also serve (ea, juice,
spring and sparkling water,
and soft drinks.
One ending note that I
would like to add is that we
had a wonderful waitress
named Laura who she did a
great job and provided us
with excellent service.
I hope that you will go to
Cafe Baba and experience this
creperie and patisserie first
hand. It was truly a highlight
in my world of writing food
reviews for The Exponent.
For more information or
directions their phone num
ber is 882-6747. They are lo
cated at 5000 Whitesburg
Drive, Suite 116 in Huntsville.
I give them a 10 (out of 5
forks!) Thanks for good
food, great service, and a
fresh idea for food in Hunts
ville.
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BTL to bring Cats
By Jorge J. Raub
Entertainment Editor
Broadway
Theatre
League will bring Andrew
Lloyd-Webber musical Cats
to Huntsville audiences from
January 30-February 1 at the
VBC Concert Hall.
This tour is the first na
tional tour following the
show's record-breaking run
on Broadway, which made its
bow in October of 1982.
Cats would go on to un
seat A Chorus Line as
Broadway's longest-running
musical.
The story of Cats is
simple: midnight, not a sound
from the pavement - tonight
is the one night of the year
when the tribe of Jellicle Cats
reunites to celebrate who
they are.
Cats is based on 14 po
ems from T.S. Eliot's "Old
Possum's Book of Practical
Cats."
Andrew Lloyd-Webber is
an icon of musical theatre, the
best-known name when it
comes to lavish Broadway
musicals. He is also the man
behind Phantom of the Op
era, Evita, and Jesus Christ
Superstar.
Cats has been hailed as
one of his masterpieces and
BTL promises this tour
brings all the wonder and
spectacle of the legendary
production.
According to the BTL
website, "there's no better
way to introduce your family
to the wonders of live theater
than with the magic, the mys
tery, the memory of Cats.
While, to me. Cats is not
a must-see show in my book,
there apparently is a great
following of dedicated fans
of the musical and it has
turned a household pet into

an international industry.
According to the fan
website
http://
catsmusical.com, there is an
appropriate etiquette proto
col that fans should adhere
to when attending the show.
Aside from the usual rules
of turning off cell phones and
pagers and no excessive talk
ing, singing or squealing, it
is not considered proper the
atre etiquette to come to the
show dressed as your favor
ite feline character.
Should you break proto
col and come in costume
(which, apparently, some
casts enjoy), be sure to not
sign autographs fdr audience
members who think you are
part of the cast.
One should also remove
one's wig before attending
the show, as to not obstruct
audience members' views.
(Honestly, this is what they
say.)
Finally, if you happen to
correspond via the Internet
with a cast member after the
show, it is best not to ask if
they remember you.
Apparently, fanaticism
takes on various forms- and
Cats is no exception!
Showtimes are 8 p.m. on
Friday January 30 and Satur
day January 31. There are
matinees on Saturday as well
as Sunday February 1 at 2
p.m. A final performance is
Sunday evening at 7 p.m.
Tickets are still available
and range from $26-50 $48.50. Call Broadway The
atre League at 551-2264 or
email info@btleague.org for
more information.
BTL will bring the revival
of the musical Grease! To
Huntsville in February and
will round out its season with
Les Miserabies in April.

member said, "it's not Okla
homa!"
The Laramie Project con
tinues this weekend at the
VBC Playhouse. Call 5360807 to reserve your tickets,
which are $12 for students.

Top Ten Singles

Top Ten Movies
1. The Return of the King
2. Big Fish
3. Cheaper by the Dozen
4. Cold Mountain
5. Something's Gotta Give
6. My Baby's Daddy
7. Chasing Liberty
8. Paycheck
9. The Last Samurai
10. Mona Lisa Smile

EIMTJ OPPORTUNITll

Music Events for the City of Huntsville

Calendar of Events for the City of Huntsville I

Thursday January 15
The Crossroads - The Snake Doctors
Furniture Factory - Dan Hardin
Humphrey's - Eric Rhodes Band
Sammy T's - Push

Friday January 16
The Crossroads - Jennifer Nettles
Furniture Factory - The Scratch Band
Olde Towne Coffee Shoppe - James Deforest & Shawn
Webster
The Station - Kozmic Mama

Saturday January 17
The Crossroads - Bone Pony
Furniture Factory - Nickel
Humphrey's - Short Bus

The Comer- Sunday Evening Jam Session
The Crossroads - Movie Night
Humphrey's - Alan Little & Jay Wilson
Tavern under the Square - Ant & Andrew

MondayJanuary 19
The Crossroads - Monday Night Blues Review
Kaffeeklatsch -Acoustic Mic

Tuesday January 20

Friday-Sunday January 23-25
Renaissance Theatre presents: Reunion of the
White Trash Beauticians, at 8 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday. Sunday matinee is 2:30 p.m. Tickets
are $12. Call 536-3117 or 536-3434 for more
information.
Friday January 23
RELACS presents: "'Impious War': Religion
and the Ideology of Warfare in Shakespeare's
Henry V" by Dr. John Mebane at 3:30 p.m. in
the Union Grove Gallery and Meeting Hall.
Admission is free.

Sunday January 18

The Comer - Scott Morgan
Tavern under the Square - Toy Shop

Thursday January 22
Flying Monkey Arts Center presents: The
House that Noone Built, film, at 8 p.m. at the
Flying Monkey Arts Center on Putnam Drive.
Admission is $5.

Wednesday January 28
UAH Music Event: Faculty Exchange Recital,
Montevallo Trio, at 7:30 p.m. in Roberts Recital
Hall. Admission is free.

Wednesday January 21
The Comer - Marjorie Lovejoy

.4THX
AUDITORIUMS

The Huntsville Symphony Orchestra
presents

Classical Concert Four
Carlos Miguel Prieto, Music Director and Conductor

VON SUPPE
loon and Night Overture
i
Times valid
1.15.03 through 1.22.03
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offers little condemnation
or judgment. It is a very well
balanced play.
Go see this show be
cause it is unlike anything
you normally get to see here
in Huntsville. As one cast

GOLDEN

1. Outkast"Hey Ya!"
2. Outkast "The Way You
Move"
3. Kelis "Milkshake"
4. Alicia Keyes"You Don't
Know My Name"
5. Twista"Slow Jamz"
6. Ludacris "Stand Up"
7. Jagged Edge "Walked
Outta Heaven"
8. Beyonce "Me, Myself,
&I"
9. Baby Bash "Suga
Suga"
10. 3 Doors Down "Here

KORNGOLD
S

Big Fish (R) 1:00 4:0
7:00 9:45

Violin Concerto

BRAHMS

Chasing Liberty (PG-

Symphony No. 4

1:30 4:15^:10 9:50
Cheaper By The
Dozen (PG) 1:05 3:05
5:05 7:05 9:05
Cold Mountain (R)
2:00 4:45 8:00
Return of the King
(PG-13) 1:00 5:00
9:00
Mona Lisa Smile (PG13) 1:304:15 7:00
9:45
Paycheckf PG-13)
1:20 4:20 7:10 9:50
Peter Pan (PG) 12:00
2:30 5:007:30 9:55
Teacher's Pet (PG)
1:00PM 3:15PM
5:30PM 7:30PM
9:40PM

Phillipe Quint, Violin Soloist
Saturday, January 24. 2004. 7:30 p.m.
VBC Concert Hall
Tickets from $23 to $49
Half-price student discounts.
$5 Student Rush tickets available at 7:20 p.m.
i"

•*'

Concert Sponsor: Lawyers Century Club Guest Artist Sponsor: AmSouth

Cal 539-4818 cr visit hso.org

Without You"

The Last Samurai (R)
1:00 4:00 7:05 9:50

Huntsville Symphony Orchestra
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Musings for the Second
Week
By Chris Brown

Editorial

Editor-in-Chief
Deadline for having letters of 300 words or less turned in

Aloha and mahalo for reading the Exponent. I am fresh
off of a plane from Honolulu as I write this, so hopefully
the extreme lack of sleep from the overnight flight will
not too drastically affect my writing or editing skills.
Myself and three others represented UAH at the Hawaii
International Conference on the Sciences by presenting
research done aboard NASA's KC-135 microgravity simu
lation aircraft. I should publicly thank the SGA, CMMR,
and Mrs Delois Smith for helping SEDS fund this confer
ence presentation.
This is week two of my tenure as Editor-in-Chief
of this fine newspaper. The great staff we have here man
aged to avoid catastrophe while I was away and get
another edition on the stands for the second week of the
semester. We have certainly had a few bumps on the
road so far, as happens any time an organization has
such a large turnover of staff in the middle of an opera
tion cycle, but overall I believe we have produced now
twice a publication that anyone in the UAH community
would be pleased to pick up and read from beginning to
end. As always I am open to feedback on any part of the
paper and would love to have letters from any of you.
We plan to debut the promised science and techI nology section in the next edition, along with a couple of
other new or resurrected features. If anyone is interested
in writing for the science and technology section, or
writing a tech column similar to Greg Bacon's old "Tech
Talk" column, please email me or call the office. We al
ways have room for more news, sports, and entertainI ment writers, and I am still looking for a left-leaning indiI vidual to provide balance to the opinion section. No
I matter what your interest or expertise, if you are interI ested in being part of the Exponent, we would be glad to

is 2 p.m. on Friday. The Exponent reserves the right to

to the Editor
Dear David Hewitt,
Thanks for bringing the
story to the surface, I always
wanted to know
what happened. Some
one should schedule a
Charger Radio interest meet
ing. I can't personally be in

volved with CR, but the
dream shouldn't die. Hope
fully
some
of
the
Methuselahs that started this
endeavor can come to lend
advice\help?
sincerely,
Jeff Cotten

edit all materials submitted for publication.

Dear Editor,
We want WIFI.
I'm happy that the university looked into it, but I don't
think they'll
Make a move on it until
they realize it's a real desire
from the student body.

This is something the SGA
should address.
Perhaps they could purchase $3,000 in hats that say
"we want WIFI."
Sincerely,
Jeff Cotten
_

Hey UAH students!
I am Suzy, a new staff member of The Exponent, and I am starting a new column on advice^ You
know, kind of like the "Dear Abby" stuff you read in the other papers. Well, this is "Dear Suzy and 1 am
here to answer any questions or help solve any problems that you may have!
Just like many of you, I am a fellow UAH student and I enjoy my free time, especially helping
people out. From love, to studying, friends, working out, sex, exams, cars, entertainment, computers,
papers, to everything BUT doing your homework for you. I am NOT a medical doctor, nor am I am
therapist. However, I will give the best advice possible. You can write to me via email at
nahdearsuzv@ vahoo.com or you can drop off letters to The Exponent and address them to Dear
Suzy." Anonymity will be preserved if requested. I hope to hear from you soon!!

Here is a letter that was submitted to The Exponent recently to the Editor:

I hear from you.
And now for something completely different. I
I was sitting in Chicago's O'Hare airport this morning,
I wishing I could have had the foresight to wear some-
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Classified ads in The Exponent are free for all UAH students,
faculty, staff and alumni. Contact The Exponent, attention
Chris Brownl, Editor-in-Chief of The Exponent at 824-6090
for more information or email your classified ad to
editor@exponentl. uah.edu. You can also contact The Expo
nent office by fax at 824-6096. Deadline for all classifieds to
be turned in is no later than 2 p.m. on the Friday before the
next paper is scheduled to be published. All free classifieds
will run for two weeks unless otherwise specified in the indi
viduals' original classified ad.
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Opinion
I Wish Hollywood Would Shut Up
By Patrick Bobo
Election season is upon
us once again. The Demo
cratic primaries and caucuses
have begun, and the political
posturing of the Democratic
candidates is being watched
by all. This early, it is hard to
tell who is going to rise to the
top of this mess. It is con
fusing even to me, and I do
not even care who wins the
nomination. I have a little
help for those of you who
need some advice in choos
ing your candidate.
The good news is, you
only have to look at your fa
vorite actor or pop singer to
decide which candidate to
vote for. I am sure many of
you like "That 70's Show" or
the
prankster-pulling
"Punk'd." Guess what?
Ashton Kutcher says your
man is John Edwards, but I
hope Kutcher is a lot smarter
than he seems on television.
Ashton, I like your shows,
the trucker hat, and nearly
making Justin Timberlake cry

on national television, but I
am not ready to commit to
Edwards just yet.
Martin Sheen is support
ing Governor Howard Dean
of Vermont. Dean's big lead
has been shrinking recently,
according to polls. Perhaps
it is because he tends to say
things that he later wants to
take back. Martin Sheen may
have the right man, since he
has good credentials. He is
an expert on politics, since he
plays the part of President
Bartlet on "The West Wing."
I couldn't write an article
about the Democratic race
without mentioning Ma
donna. Madonna endorsed
the new kid in town, General
Wesley Clark. I think Clark
has a much better shot at get
ting the nomination than
Senator Edwards, so, maybe
Madonna has something
here. Despite her promiscu
ous behavior on stage, her
Jewish mysticism, and her
other strange escapades,
Clark seems to want to talk
about the issues. But don't

forget Madonna, just be
cause you now write
children's books, does not
make you normal.
Some of you are wonder
ing why I am talking about
which candidate the celebri
ties endorsed, but I promise I
am getting to the point. I think
"Punk'd" and "That 70's
Show" are both hilarious.
Despite being conservative,
I think "The West Wing" is a
great dramatic series, and
Martin Sheen does a great job
as President Bartlet. I don't
particularly care for Ma
donna, but somebody out
there must be buying her al
bums.
The point is, I just wish
Hollywood would shut up. I
know they have the right to
voice their opinion, but that
doesn't mean you have to lis
ten to it. These days, people
in America don't pay atten
tion to the issues. It is a
shame when people will vote
for a candidate because of
the way he looks or the way
he talks. I challenge each one

of you to look at the issues
before you make a decision
who to support, and don't
pay attention to what celeb
rities are saying.
I was looking at a news
website last week, and the
lead story was the one about
who the celebrities were back
ing. Then at the bottom of
the page, there was a story
about why Democrat Senator
Zell Miller is supporting
President Bush. It disturbs
me that we live in a world
where we care more about
what the flavor of the week
in Hollywood thinks, than
one of the most respected
Senators in Congress, on
both sides of the aisle, thinks.
If you are going to vote in
the June primary, turn the
newest reality show or MTV
off for a few minutes every
week, and flip over to CNN,
MSNBC, or Fox News and
see what each candidate
thinks about the issues. The
future of our country may be
at stake.

fringe candidates like A1
Sharpton, Carol Mosely
Braun, and Dennis Kucinich,
along with the now retired
Richard Gephardt, and you
have a mix of mediocre can
didates who do little more
than read from the talking
points memo and spout
empty anti-war rhetoric. They
bash each other in hopes of
being the new mediocre
leader, seemingly oblivious to
the fact that the more they do
this the less chance the even
tual "winner" has of taking
on Bush, assuming any of
them has a shot to begin with.
As an amusing aside, I got
an email this morning from a
left wing conspiracy theorist
that believes bin Laden has
already been captured, and
the Republican Party is wait
ing for the most opportune
time to spring that little sur
prise on the world.
I could honestly see a
split in the current major par
ties in the not-so-distant fu
ture. The moderate Demo
crats would split and bring
some moderate Republicans
with them into a new Centrist
Party. The cores of the Re
publican and Democratic Par

ties would remain the same,
the far left of the Democrats
would leave and bolster the
Green Party into a formidable
political force outside Or
egon, and perhaps in my ver
sion of the fantasy some of
each group would run to the
Libertarian Party. Would a
five party system benefit
America? One way to look at
it is that people would have a
few more "realistic" options,
and perhaps with that vari
ety of people being elected
in force any legislation would
have to truly be a good idea
before there would be
enough votes from a diverse
group for it to pass. Many
would say that absolutely
nothing would get done be
cause nobody would ever
have a majority, but I am not
convinced anything is get
ting done now. My friend
Marc Ruocco would say with
nothing getting done at least
our money and our freedoms
would be safe from further
erosion.
For most third parties in
the current system the goal
is really to have the major
forces adopt their policies, as
none foresee a time when

they get elected in enough
numbers to directly affect
policy. They argue an idea for
long enough that people take
notice and believe they really
have a point. It has worked
before - much of what is seen
now was part of the Commu
nist Party platform a century
ago. Libertarians hope to turn
that tide and have their ideas
take hold. After all, I believe
most modern Americans are
afraid to directly vote for Lib
ertarian ideas because they
are afraid to think for them
selves. Most Americans are
happy to have the govern
ment spend their money for
them and tell them how to live.
Most Americans fear being
responsible for themselves.
The only thing scarier than
thinking for themselves is the
thought that everyone else
out there can think for them
selves as well. Maybe people
will change or new ideas will
take hold, maybe there will be
a schism and the emergence
of a new system, but I am al
most certain that we have
Bush for another four years
whether we want him or not.

Brown from page8
thing other than shorts and a
t-shirt for the transition from
80 degree Honolulu to 10 de
gree Chicago, when I saw on
CNN that John Kerry had
come out on top in the Iowa
Caucuses. He later referred to
himself as"Comeback Kerry,"
as everyone seemed sur
prised that he (along with
Senator Edwards) had over
taken Howard Dean in the
hearts and minds of Iowa
Democrats. I, however, am
not particularly surprised.
It is not that I have any
love of Kerry, as a Libertar
ian I get to sit back and cyni
cally hate them all, but when
there is no real leader in the
entire party it is no surprise
that the lead dog might
change from state to state or
week to week. Dean makes a
stupid comment about
Saddam Hussein or foreign
policy, and of course he loses
ground because he had no
real lead to begin with. The
two that I thought had the
most potential to show some
leadership in what I believe
is a troubled party, namely
Wesley Clark and Joe
Lieberman, have seemed all
but silent. You discount the

Public Service
Announcements
The Alabama Space
Grant Consortium
announces that
applications for
scholarships are now
available.
ASGC Graduate Fellowship Program
This program provides up to $22,000 per year
($16,000 stipend and
$6,000 tuition/research allowance) to a quali
fied graduate student majoring in science,
engineering, or fields related to space. Applica
tion deadline is March 1,2004.

ASGC Undergraduate Scholarship
Program
This program provides $1000 to a qualified
undergraduate student
studying in a space-related field. The deadline
for application to this program is March 1,2004.

ASGC Education Scholarship Program
This program provides $1000 to a pre-service
education major pursuing a
teaching certificate in the sciences and
mathematics. The deadline for
application to this program is March 1,2004
Applications are available online at http://
www.uah.edu/ASGC/ and also from Dr. Gerald R.
Karr, ASGC Campus Director, TH N261, (256) 8246330.
Applications must be turned in to Dr. Karr no
later than March 1,2004.
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"I Have A Dream

//

By Martin Luther King, Jr,
Five score years ago, a great American, in whose symbolic shadow we stand signed the Emancipation Proclamation. This momentous decree
came as a great beacon light of hope to millions of Negro slaves who had been seared in the flames of withering injustice. It came as a joyous
daybreak to end the long night of captivity. But one hundred years later, we must face the tragic fact that the Negro is still not free.
0ne

hundred years lateF the life of the Negro is still sadly crippled by the manacles of segregation and the chains of discrimination. One
hundred years later, the Negro lives on a lonely island of poverty in the midst of a vast ocean of material prosperity. One hundred years later the
Negro is still languishing in the corners of American society and finds himself an exile in his own land.
So we have come here today to dramatize an appalling condition. In a sense we have come to our nation's capital to cash a check. When the
architects of our republic wrote the magnificent words of the Constitution and the Declaration of Independence, they were signing a promissory
note to which every American was to fall heir.
This note was a promise that all men would be guaranteed the inalienable rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. It is obvious today
that America has defaulted on this promissory note insofar as her citizens of color are concerned. Instead of honoring this sacred obligation,
America has given the Negro people a bad check which has come back marked "insufficient funds." But we refuse to believe that the bank of
justice is bankrupt. We refuse to believe that there are insufficient funds in the great vaults of opportunity of this nation.
So we have come to cash this check — a check that will give us upon demand the riches of freedom and the security of justice. We have also
come to this hallowed spot to remind America of the fierce urgency of now. This is no time to engage in the luxury of cooling off or to take the
tranquilizmg drug of gradualism. Now is the time to rise from the dark and desolate valley of segregation to the sunlit path of racial justice. Now
u
r!Te t0, °Pf" thC d°°rS °f °PPortunity
the solid rock of brotherhood.

to a11 of God's

children. Now is the time to lift our nation from the quicksands of racial injustice to

It would be fatal for the nation to overlook the urgency of the moment and to underestimate the determination of the Negro. This sweltering
summer of the Negro's legitimate discontent will not pass until there is an invigorating autumn of freedom and equality. Nineteen sixty-three is
not an end, but a beginning. Those who hope that the Negro needed to blow off steam and will now be content will have a rude awakening if the
nation returns to business as usual. There will be neither rest nor tranquility in America until the Negro is granted his citizenship rights.
he whirlwinds of revolt will continue to shake the foundations of our nation until the bright day of justice emerges. But there is something that
1 must say to my people who stand on the warm threshold which leads into the palace of justice. In the process of gaining our rightful place we
must not be guilty of wrongful deeds. Let us not seek to satisfy our thirst for freedom by drinking from the cup of bitterness and hatred.
We must forever conduct our struggle on the high plane of dignity and discipline, we must not allow our creative protest to degenerate into
physical violence. Again and again we must rise to the majestic heights of meeting physical force with soul force.
The marvelous new militancy which has engulfed the Negro community must not lead us to distrust of all white people, for many of our white
brothers, as evidenced by their presence here today, have come to realize that their destiny is tied up with our destiny and their freedom is
inextricably bound to our freedom.
We cannot walk alone. And as we walk, we must make the pledge that we shall march ahead. We cannot turn back. There are those who are asking
he devotees of civil rights, "When will you be satisfied?" we can never be satisfied as long as our bodies, heavy with the fatigue of travel, cannot
gam odging in the motels of the highways and the hotels of the cities. We cannot be satisfied as long as the Negro's basic mobility is from a
smaller ghetto to a larger one. We can never be satisfied as long as a Negro in Mississippi cannot vote and a Negro in New York believes he has
nothing for which to vote. No, no, we are not satisfied, and we will not be satisfied until justice rolls down like waters and righteousness like a
mighty stream. fe
I am not unmindful that some of you have come here out of great trials and tribulations. Some of you have come fresh from narrow cells Some
of you have come from areas where your quest for freedom left you battered by the storms of persecution and staggered by the winds of police
brutality. You have been the veterans of creative suffering. Continue to work with the faith that unearned suffering is redemptive.
Go back to Mississippi, go back to Alabama, go back to Georgia, go back to Louisiana, go back to the slums and ghettos of our northern cities
nowmg that somehow th18 situation can and will be changed. Let us not wallow in the valley of despair. I say to you today, my friends, that in spite
ot the difficulties and frustrations of the moment, I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream.
have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: "We hold these truths to be self-evident* that all
men are created equal." I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of former slaves and the sons of former slaveowners will
be able to sit down together at a table of brotherhood. I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi, a desert state, sweltering with the
heat of injustice and oppression, will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and justice. I have a dream that my four children will one day live
in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character. I have a dream today.
have a dream that one day the state of Alabama, whose governor's lips are presently dripping with the words of interposition and nullification,
be transformed into a situation where little black boys and black girls will be able to join hands with little white boys and white girls and walk
ogether as sisters and brothers I have a dream today. I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted/every hill and mountain shall be
made plam' and the crooked places wiU be made straight, and the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all
fiP h hTi
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flesh shall see it together. This is our hope. This is the faith with which I return to the South. With this faith we will be able to hew out of the
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this faith we will be able to transform the jangling discords of our nation into a beautiful symphony of
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heightening Alleghenies of Pennsylvania! Let freedom ring from the snowcapped Rockies of Colorado! Let
freedom nng from the curvaceous peaks of Cal.fornia! But not only that; let freedom ring from Stone Mountain of Georgia! Let freedom ring
of Tennessee! Let freedom ring

from every hill and every molehrll of Mississippi. From every mountainside, let free
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and Catholics, will be able to join hands and sing in
the words of the old Negro spiritual, Free at last! free at last! thank God Almighty, we are free at last!"

Delivered on the steps at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington D.C. on August 28, 1963. Source: Martin Luther King, Jr: The Peaceful Warrior, Pocket Books. NY 1968
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FOR SALE
House for rent, 3 bedroom, 2
bath. 1 mile fromcampus. 500/
mo. Equipped with all appli
ances except microwave. Call
658-91%.
Brand new Memorex Flat-bed
scanner, $30. Brand new
Artec Flat-bed
scanner, $30. Like new
Netgear RT314 4-port DSL/
Cable router, $15. Dell White
17" CRTmonitor, $30. Like
new Emerson microwave,
$25. Call 325-3946after 7 p.m.
2002 NISSAN XTERRA SE ~
V6, black, premium wheels, 6
disc CD, running boards, fog
lights, towing pkg, & more,
28k, factory warranty, excel
lent condition, $17,500,
256-652-6422.
2001 Honda Accord EX,
white, 57K miles, automatic,
6-disc CD changer, sunroof,
power windows and locks,
spoiler, excellent condition.
$16,500 OBO. 682^1472.
1995 Pontiac Grand Prix SE
Sedan, 4DR, Dark Blue, 120K,
V6, Auto, CD,
cruise, power seats/locks.
$3,250. Call 256-527-1071.

MISC.
Math TutorAlgebra
through Calculus III. Leave
a message at 536-5283.
FRAILRMTIESSOSRORTIES- CLUBSSIUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
Earn $1000-$2000 this se
mester with a proven Cam
pus Fundraiser 3 hour
fundrasing event. Our free
prgram makes fundraisin
easy with no risks.
Fundrasing dates are filling
quickly, so get with the pro
gram! It works. Contact
Campus Fundreaiser at
888.923.3238, or visit www.

JOBS
Holiday travel? Professional
pet sitting in your home. In
sured, certified in pet first
aid, references available. Call
Critter Sitters, 536-7582
NEED EXTRA INCOME?
Start part-time for a national
marketing organization. High
potential commissions. Ex
cellent instruction. Set your
own hours. Call 256-837-0436

Musicians Needed
Kevin Bounds, Director of the UAH
Wind Ensemble is actively searching for new
musicians this semester.
The music class which meets Mondays
and Wednesdays from 3:55-5:15 p.m. in Roberts
Hall is in desperate need forTuba and Trombone
players. Bounds states, "we really can use some
instruments in eveiy section of the ensemble. As
the ensemble is now, we have a lot of empty
space."
This is Bounds first semester with the
UAH ensemble and he plans to make at least
two performances this semester. "We will
definitely have a concert the week before spring
break. I would like to focus on music written by
Americans. There is so much good music written
by Americans and I think that it is overlooked a
lot." Bounds plans to use music written by a
HunLsville native in one of the concerts.
Any musicians who are interested in
playing for the ensemble are encouraged to
contact the Music Department at 824-6436.
Prior experience with high school, college or
community band would be most helpful.
MATRIX

Crossword 101
By Ed Canty

Ms. Anna Gram

Across
1 Madison Ave. output
4 Condiment
9 Graphic symbol
13 Move through a maze
15 Push
16 Reputation
17 Flat radius:Anagram
19 Headliner
20 Dense shade
21 Parakeet cousin
23 Connective word
24 Certain printers
26 Enlarge a hole
28 Salsa arcades:Anagram
34 Gunsmoke's Dillon
37 Sicilian sight
38 The Honeymooners, e.g.
39 Pitchers' stat.
40 People mover
42 Bustle
43 Edmonton player
45 Domino of Blueberry
Hill fame
46 Once again
47 Allow for Dads:Anagram
50 Quantifier
51 List of printing errors
55 SAT relative
57 Mama Leone's specialty
61 Covered the floor
62 Yarn ingredient
64 Calf shades:Anagram
66 Area unit
67 Sacred writing
68 Pry
69 Ma, for one
70 Contrite
71 Unite
Down

1 Abominable
2 Skin:Prefix
3 Ignores
4 Fool
5 Fake

6 More than one:Prefix
7 Wall Street's Boesky
8 Coniferous trees
9 Before "ands and buts"
10 Sailboat
11 Gulf of
12 Socially inept person
14 Orchestrate
18 Scarlett O'Hara's
plantation
22 Essential part
25 Sucker lead in
27 Porter's cousin
29 Music teacher's graph
30 Christie and others
31 Black Muslim, e.g.
32 Chap:Slang
33 Comes before
blower or thrower
34 Sound heard from
a kitty-corner
35 Carmen feature
36 Exaggeration
40 Walk heavily
41 Man, for one

Wrinkles should merely
indicate where smiles
have been.
• • • Mark Twain
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44 Tokyo in the 12th century
46 Michigan college
48 Responds
49 Garfunkel & others
52 Give permission
53 Pester
54 Summed
55 Not here
56 Chanel of designer fame
58 Word to scare flies
59 Reg.
60 Not close
63 Astroligists' lion
65 Timid
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